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Senior Graphic/Digital Designer
Remuneration: R25000 - R35000 per month negotiable depending on experience 
Location: Cape Town, Somerset West
Job level: Senior
Type: Permanent
Reference: #SeniorDesigner2023
Company: MDOT

MDOT is looking for a highly-talented and passionate senior digital graphic designer to join our team.

We have built our agency and team around 100% commitment to getting the job done right and on time. We take our
work very seriously, but we make sure we have fun doing it.

We work fast, smart and don't compromise on quality and creative that is on point and relevant. We push ourselves to be
better every day, by working together, sharing knowledge, research, learning and absolute love and passion for our craft.

The ability to operate in a high-pressure environment is essential to the success of this role. Working on multiple projects
simultaneously and jumping between jobs is the nature of game and you will need to take this in your stride.

We respect our clients and there are no amount of changes that will affect our commitment to getting the job done. We
also don't take creative direction personally. We are as a business after a single result, making the client love the work we
produce.

Required:

Advantageous

We need a professional and experienced designer that has a diverse range of skills and application for design and
extensive knowledge of the print and digital space.
Having a keen eye for detail is not enough, it's having the ability to function at the highest level of detail, consistently
through all aspects of design, from type, imagery, copy and concept.
You will need to take the project from concept to completion on your own while assisting and motivating other
designers to achieve the same excellent standards that you possess.
An expert and real working knowledge of software are essential to work at the desired speed and earn the respect of
our highly trained team.
We are not looking for good, we are looking for exceptional.

Creative Cloud (InDesign, XD, Illustrator, Photoshop, Acrobat – advanced knowledge)
Mac OS
PowerPoint
Production knowledge
Social media design and understanding

MS Word
After Effects
HTML
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Personal skills/attributes
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See also: Graphic Designer, Designer, DTP Operator
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Premiere
UI/UX

Enthusiastic
Team player
Collaborator
Passionate about design
Confident
Self improvement in craft

Apply by email
Mike Massyn
careers@mdot.co.za

Or apply with your Biz CV
Create your CV once, and thereafter you can apply to this ad and future job ads easily.
Apply
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